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Ancient epic and, in particular, structures of epic poetry have stood in the centre of Christiane Reitz’ research for a long time. Due to this continued interest in the various structural elements of the epic genre more than 10 years ago in a working group with long-time collaborators the idea was born to bring experts and new voices in the field of epic poetry together in order to develop a comprehensive companion to the structures of ancient epic. With the generous support of the German Research Foundation (DFG) and the arrival of Simone Finkmann who joined Christiane Reitz from the University of Oxford to take on this truly ‘epic’ task with great enthusiasm and new ideas, this complex concept could finally be realised and developed into its current form, a four-volume compendium on the structural elements and narrative patterns of the literary tradition from Homer to Neo-Latin epic.
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the Professorinnenprogramm funded by the University of Rostock and the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), the Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies, and the Department ‘Wissen–Kultur–Transformation’ of the Interdisciplinary Faculty of the University of Rostock, which allowed us to employ a team of research assistants, undertake crucial research stays in London at the Institute of Classical Studies and in Vandœuvres at the Fondation Hardt, and to organise additional workshops, such as our two main conferences ‘Non nisi grandia canto – Die Transformation narrativer Strukturelemente in der epischen Tradition’ (15.–17.12.2016) and ‘Narratology and Structure in Ancient Epic’ (16.–17.11.2017) in Rostock.

We are excited that the work on our project has led to a new departmental partnership with the Classics Department at the University of Georgia, and we are grateful to Thomas Biggs and his colleagues, as well as to Gesine Manuwald and our Erasmus partners Alison Sharrock and Marco Fucecchi for hosting us and/or members of our team, as well as to the many other colleagues who invited us to give lectures during this time, allowing us to present our on-going work to a wider audience. We were also able to discuss our plans and findings in an interdisciplinary setting during the conference we held in December 2016 and on various other occasions with colleagues from neighbouring disciplines both in Rostock and at other institutions.
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